**Application**

Cartridge based 2-component adhesive in the mass or series production

---

### Item no. | Item | Description | Mixing ratio | Material
---|---|---|---|---
128201 | IBK 001-10 | Interface Converter B- to K- System 1:1/2:1 PP Nature | 1:1/2:1 | PP Nature
128202 | IBKX 001-10 | Interface Converter B- to K- System 4:1/10:1 PP Orange | 4:1/10:1 | PP Orange
116803 | IFB 001-10 | Interface Converter F- to B- System 1:1/2:1 PP Nature | 1:1/2:1 | PP Nature
116804 | IFBX 001-10 | Interface Converter F- to B- System 4:1/10:1 PP Orange | 4:1/10:1 | PP Orange

### Product advantages

- **Flexibility:** Expansion of the compatible product range
  - One dispenser for a large range of applications
  - Reduction in variety of different cartridges
  - Increase in the combination of options with mixers

- **Cartridges with large volume compatible with smaller mixers:**
  - More precise dispensing without changing the cartridge volume leads to reduction of working hours and quality improvements

- **Buy adhesives in larger units:**
  - Adhesives from larger containers are usually associated with lower material unit costs

- **Environmentally beneficial:**
  - Fewer cartridges lead to less waste and less residual, unreacted adhesive material in the cartridge